Innovative Scaffolding, Hoisting, Protection & Access Solutions for Major Construction Projects since 1931.

The UBS Partnership Program gives
you the ability to utilize our inventory
of advanced equipment, coupled with
expert consulting and support, from
project conception to assembly training.

PLUG INTO DECADES OF EXPERIENCE INNOVATING
SOLUTIONS FOR COMPLEX BUILDING PROJECTS.
• Common Platform Design

• Customized configurations

• Phased facade installation

• Setback Solutions

• Optimized scheduling options

• Span Bridges

• Logistical support

• Runway Ramps

For almost a century, UBS has maintained an industry-wide
reputation as an innovative expert in hoisting, access, and protection
systems. A trusted and experienced supplier to the construction
industry since 1931, UBS is known for its innovative engineering,
design, ability to accommodate high-speed hoists, aluminum access
equipment, and the latest patented protection systems. As a major
part of prestigious and complex global construction projects, UBS has
faced constant and never-before-seen challenges. These challenges
have been met with a commitment to the ongoing capital investment
that leads to effective, one-of-a-kind solutions.
Long renowned for designing and engineering custom solutions for
complex building projects, UBS now introduces a unique new service:
the UBS Partnership Program.
The Partnership Program gives businesses the ability to rent our
state-of-the-art inventory of equipment, gain access to our expert
consultants, and receive comprehensive support throughout an entire
project, including conception, estimating assistance, engineering, and
assembly training.
UBS can engineer and rent any hoist Common Platform, setback
tower, scaffolding, and access solution needed. By joining the UBS
Partnership Program, your company can expand its competitive
capabilities enormously.

Let’s have a conversation.
Email info@ubs1.com or call 914-699-2400
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UBS COMMON PLATFORM

Flexible and
Easy to Install
UBS Common Platform Towers
are fabricated from lightweight
aluminum and they can
accommodate up to
6 hoist cars, utilizing a standard
15-foot-by-15-foot footprint.
The Common Platform can be
either stick-built or assembled
at ground level, in 2- to 3-floor
modules (pods), then lifted and
set in place with a crane.

KEY BENEFITS:
• The Common Platform’s modular design
can be engineered to accommodate any
building or material, such as long curtain
wall panels, making it suitable for today’s
sophisticated architectural designs
• The Common Platform can be assembled
in 2-floor modules (pods) at ground level,
picked up, and set with tower cranes,
reducing time spent working at heights,
saving labor costs, and increasing safety
• Lightweight construction reduces imposed
loads on the building by up to 60 percent

• Hoists attach to the Common Platform
using standard ties from all manufacturers
• Ramps can be staggered, and decks
installed at varying elevations, to
accommodate different floor plans and the
installation of windows and curtain walls
• Common Platform ties can be designed
and engineered to allow for removal and
reinstallation through unglazed curtain
wall or windows, so that lower floors can
be completed before hoist removal

• The 6-hoist-car Common Platform impacts
a much smaller area of the building by
using a 5-foot opening instead of the
standard 60-foot opening

• The Common Platform utilizes one loading
dock to feed multiple hoist cars, reducing
the hoist footprint at ground level while
increasing material/personnel efficiency to
the upper floors

• The Common Platform can accommodate
various building setbacks and slab edges
on the building perimeter

• Increased job site hoisting capability
accelerates the production schedule by
cutting wait times for workers/materials
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UBS COMMON PLATFORM

6-Car Common Platform System
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UBS COMMON PLATFORM HOIST TIES
Before stone installation

After stone installation with hoist still in place

KEY BENEFITS:
• Hoist ties through windows
• Common Platform ties can be designed and engineered
to allow removal and reinstallation through unglazed
curtain walls, precast panels, or windows, allowing lower
floors to be completed before hoist removal
• Hoist ties to the Common Platform using standard ties
from all manufacturers
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RUNWAYS
Before stone installation

Before stone installation
After stone installation with hoist in place

KEY BENEFITS:
• Creates the ability for 6 hoist cars to access
the building through the same 5-foot
opening instead of the standard 60-foot
opening, affecting a much smaller area of
the building

Before window installation

• Ramps into the building can be staggered
to accommodate different floor plans
• Common Platform decks can be installed
at varying elevations to allow down ramps
to permit the installation of windows and
curtain walls
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After window installation with hoist in place
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COMMON PLATFORMS MAXIMIZE ACCESS

SIMPLE SOLUTIONS TO
COMPLEX PROBLEMS
Building design and geometry can create challenges in finding
safe and efficient hoist installation locations. To overcome
these issues, UBS can provide Common Platforms and setback
towers that allow for the placement of on-site hoists in
locations best suited for truck access, material, and manpower.
These Common Platforms provide access to all floor levels
regardless of changing building profiles or building setbacks
on upper floors.
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SETBACK STRUCTURES OPTIMIZE WORKFLOW

LOAD DISTRIBUTION THROUGH BASE STEEL
AND CANTILEVERS
By using transfer steel on the building setbacks, loads can be
distributed to the building structure and the setback tower
can be cantilevered to meet the hoist cars. Setback structures
help maintain an efficient construction schedule under diverse
conditions, including tight footprints and space constraints.
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COMMON PLATFORM IS MODULAR

A MULTITUDE OF SIZES AND CONFIGURATIONS
UBS Common Platforms can be customized to any
dimensions and any building configuration and as a
result, hoists can be located to maximize efficiency.

A

C

E
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15ft x 15ft, 6-Car Hoist Tower
22ft x 15ft, 4-Car Hoist Tower
11ft x 6ft, 1-Car Hoist Tower
11ft x 15ft, Setback Tower with 2 Cars
15ft x 6ft, 2-Car Hoist Tower

D
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THE FIRST PLATFORM SYSTEM

CASE STUDY:
AOL-TIME WARNER BUILDING, NYC
At construction, the AOL-Time Warner Building
was the largest hoisting project ever executed
in New York. The design of the building, and
the corresponding setbacks, required an
innovative hoisting solution that had never
been done before.
Each of the 750 feet tall twin towers was
serviced by four custom-built, extended cab

Get in touch with our team.

personnel/material hoists and multiple UBS
material-only hoists. The hoists were placed
around a Common Platform at each floor.
Working in the crowded confines of Columbus
Circle, 90 percent of the hoist installation was
performed at ground level, then picked up by
crane and installed. This innovative first greatly
reduced the risk to workers caused by “time in
the tower at height”.

914-699-2400

Long span bridges were designed for a live
load capacity of l00 pounds per square foot
and lifted into position with a crane. The total
length of the runway at the 55th floor was over
100 feet for the south tower, and over 70 feet
for the north tower.

info@UBS1.com
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THE FIRST PLATFORM SYSTEM

• Multiple hoist cars on a 15-foot-by-15-foot
Common Platform

• Long-span bridges designed for live load
capacity of 100 pounds per square foot

• 90 percent of hoist installation performed at
ground level

• Runways of up to 100 feet in length built for
both towers

• Work executed within the crowded confines
of Columbus Circle, NYC
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BENEFITS OF THE COMMON PLATFORM SYSTEM

CASE STUDY:
ONE VANDERBILT AVENUE (OVA), NYC
The hoisting solution engineered by UBS
for the AOL-Time Warner Building advanced
the concept of the Common Platform. The
success of this innovation has created many
opportunities for its use on many other recent
and challenging projects.
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Hoists play a vital role in lifting materials and
personnel as the building rises, but they can
also hinder timely completion if they take up
too much building frontage and inhibit the
crew’s ability to “close the curtain” so that
interiors can be completed. The Common
Platform solves that problem with up to 6 cars
running off one 15-foot-by-15-foot platform,
greatly accelerating production time.

914-699-2400

In part due to the successful use of the
Common Platform, 77-story OVA in Midtown
Manhattan was completed ahead of schedule
and below its multi-billion dollar budget. UBS
supplied a state-of-the-art hoisting system to
accommodate the building’s unique design
and geometry, while meeting strict site logistic
requirements.

info@UBS1.com
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BENEFITS OF THE COMMON PLATFORM SYSTEM

• The Common Platform is assembled at
ground level greatly reducing “time in the
tower at height” risk

• The Common Platform is stacked on top
of the existing hoist tower and is tied to
the structure

• A crane picks up and raises the Common
Platform pod to the setback floor

• Up to 6 cars can operate off one 15-foot-by15-foot Common Platform, greatly reducing
the amount of building frontage taken up by
hoisting cars

• Common Platform ties can be coordinated
with the building facade completion,
facilitating installation while hoists
remain in place and operational
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SMALL AND MEDIUM SETBACK TOWERS

CASE STUDY:
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL,

NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

With tight confines at ground level, and a
6-foot building setback on the 6th floor, the
challenge was designing a 2-car Dual Setback
Tower for construction of the 520-foot hotel,
while accommodating 16-foot cars at ground
level in a 23-foot space.

Get in touch with our team.

Problem:
The 16-foot cars needed to be loaded with
15-foot curtain wall panels requiring a total
of 31 feet of clearance on the exterior of
the building, when only 23 feet were
available outside.

914-699-2400

Solution:
The solution devised by UBS was to install
a large loading dock inside the building, at
ground level, in front of the hoist cars.
This additional loading dock created the extra
space needed to load the curtain wall panels.
Once all the panels had been delivered to the
upper floors, the interior loading dock was
removed and the lobby completed. 13
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SMALL AND MEDIUM SETBACK TOWERS

In addition, the hoist was held approximately
2 feet off the edge of the building during
construction to allow the lower precast panels to
be installed while the hoist remained in place.

• The UBS 8-foot-by-15-foot setback tower
spanned the 5-to-6-foot setback from the
6th through the 41st floor

• UBS custom hoisting solutions use patented,
lightweight aluminum setback towers
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COMMON PLATFORM-SETBACK TOWER REDUCES
MATERIALS AND PERSONNEL TRANSFER TIME

CASE STUDY:
BOSTON GARDEN OFFICE TOWER
Bowline Hoisting used the UBS Partnership
Program to engineer and implement a
Common Platform solution that featured 8
feet wide by 26 feet long runway towers on
the even floors to accommodate the changing
building facade. The Common Platform was
sized and engineered, along with two Bowline
hoist cars to deliver the 14-foot curtain wall
panels directly from the ground floor to their

Get in touch with our team.

designated installation floors. This design
eliminated the need for two additional hoist
cars and operating engineers to run from
the setback on the 8th floor through the 31st
floor. UBS and Bowline maximized the flow of
manpower and material to the floors where
they were needed, while reducing overall
hoisting costs.

914-699-2400

• Ground assembly of the 2- to 3-floor pods
are picked up and set by the house crane,
usually requiring less than half of the
previous crane time
• The pod erection system allows 90 percent
of the assembly work to be done at ground
level, increasing safety by reducing the
time workers spend handling materials and
working at height
15
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COMMON PLATFORM-SETBACK TOWER REDUCES
MATERIALS AND PERSONNEL TRANSFER TIME

• Pod stations can be assembled at ground
level and set in place ahead of the building
structure, allowing the hoist to serve the top
of the building at all times
•Once assembled the crane lifts the 2-floor
pod to the top of the Common Platform,
where it is tied to the building

• Two hoist cars operate off the Common
Platform
• Estimated to save 4 months on project
schedule
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THE DEPTH OF THE UBS TEAM

Few companies in the construction industry have the capacity to
develop innovative solutions for complex construction projects,
while simultaneously making priorities of crew safety and construction
efficiency. UBS is one of those companies and our success is due to the
diverse and uniquely skilled team we have built.

As a participant in the UBS Partnership Program, you gain access
to the multi-disciplinary expertise of the UBS team. Drafting,
engineering, estimating, fabrication, carpentry, back office support,
project management, training, and consulting customized to any
construction project are all among the services available.

UBS has focused on investments in both technology and people to
create a full-service company that understands the needs of everyone
in the building process—from architects, general contractors and
subcontractors to city agencies and the workers in the field.
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ENGINEERING SERVICES
ENGINEERING DESIGN WILL BE PROVIDED BY UBS,
INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
1. P reconstruction logistical review and preliminary design for
review and discussion.
2. Engineered drawings, indicating design loads on the
existing structures.
3. Collaborative communications regarding engineering with clients.
4. Performing onsite inspections for compliance with the design
drawings, if required.
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Cantilevered Common Platfrom

914-699-2400
SK-1
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